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you? And heard a lot jof things about them.)
Well," it's more interesting to visit with them than it is -- .

I

(Oh, yeah, I find itjmuch more so.)
Andbody else then. ija. other words, they can tell you more history and every*
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body's else family branches off of their family.

\ INDIAN BELIEFS AND PHILOSOPHY
(Yeah, I'm particularly interested in the Indian beliefs. A lot of them
are pretty well concrete and sensible too as I look at them. I mean they
have something that they can hang onto. Thatls a part of their life.)
Well, they still believe /in honesty, courage, and faithfulness.. And that's
something that — .
(And they put pride abo^e — just about above everything else.)
That-s right.
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(Regardless of how poor they are, they re still nroud.)
That's what I've learned. That's what I tried to live by. 'Course I tell
you the difference./Past experience has caused me to learn the difference between the Indian apd the white. And I had to make myself accept that, and — .
(Well, most of them are in the same post because they're in competition
everyday trying/to make a living, and to mike a living nowadays, they have
to go to white Lais ways to make a livingi)
That's what I'yia talking about. You have DO lie. Oh, maybe, not lie, but
you have to riot tell the truth. In other/words, you have to beat your
neighbor or something, most of them nowadays; But y^t courage^ different —
I know different times — of course, that's how come (not clear) with them,
I didn't tell them the truth at times. Arid I didn't think about it. But
a lot of/these Indians just (Sentence not clear). They're lost. And if
the people will come,back to that, this old world would be a lot better

